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A HYBRID METHOD FOR EVALUATING OF
LIGHTNING PERFORMANCE OF OVERHEAD
LINES BASED ON MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE
∗
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This paper proposes a hybrid method for calculating lightning performance of overhead lines caused by direct strokes by
combining Lattice diagram together with the Monte Carlo method. In order to go through this, firstly, the proper analytical
relations for overvoltages calculation are established based on Lattice diagram. Then, the Monte Carlo procedure is applied
to the obtained analytical relations. The aim of the presented method that will be called ‘ML method’ is simply estimation
of the lightning performance of the overhead lines and performing the risk analysis of power apparatus with retaining the
acceptable accuracy. To confirm the accuracy, the calculated results of the presented ML method are compared with those
calculated by the EMTP/ATP simulation.
K e y w o r d s: lightning performance, overhead lines, Monte Carlo method, risk analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

The lightning overvoltage is one of the main causes of
insulation failure of power networks. The insulation level
of overhead lines, especially on distribution networks, is
determined based on the basis of lightning overvoltages.
In other word, the proper selection of basic lightning
impulse insulation level (BIL) of power apparatus leads
to reduction of lightning flashover rate (LFOR) of the
overhead lines.
The lightning flashover may be caused by either direct
strokes to overhead line or nearby strokes producing induced overvoltages. Most of transmission lines have sufficient strength to be immune to the induced overvoltages.
Therefore, the induced voltages are more of a concern on
distribution lines [1]. The LFOR of overhead lines caused
by direct strokes are the sum of the outages originated
from strokes hitting phase conductors, ie shielding failure flashover rate (SFFOR) and those hit shield wire or
the tower, ie back flashover rate (BFR) [2].
The conventional existed methods for estimating lightning performance of overhead lines are based on analytical methods or Monte Carlo simulation. In analytical
methods the obtained equations for overvoltage calculation must be solved by means of numerical methods in
which their accuracy is somehow questioned because of
the integrations needed to solve the corresponding equations [3]. Besides, the conventional Monte Carlo based
methods include a lot of simulations that must be performed by a simulation software that is time consuming [4, 5]. However, owing to the random nature of lightning, it is understood that any precise assessment of lightning related overvoltages should be carried out based on
statistical approaches as the Monte Carlo method [5–8].

This paper presents a hybrid method to estimate the
lightning overvoltages that is a combination of the travelling wave theory ie analytical method and Monte Carlo
procedure. The applied Monte Carlo procedure consists
of generation of random numbers to obtain those parameters of the lightning stroke and the overhead line having random nature; application of an incidence model to
determine the point of impact of every lightning stroke;
calculation of the overvoltage generated by each stroke,
depending on the point of impact; and calculation of the
LFOR [9].
The proposed procedure, ie ML Method, benefits from
the simplicity of lattice diagram together with the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation. In addition, the processing time of the proposed method is much less than
to the conventional approaches for which usually a case
study should be modelled and many simulations must be
run to obtain the results. However, all the stages of the
proposed method have been coded in MATLAB environment and no software simulation is required.
2 THE CONCEPT OF EGM MODEL

2.1 Impact area of lightning to ground
Usually, it is assumed that termination point of vertical strokes of lightning surges is distributed uniformly
in an impact area, Fig. 1 [5, 10]. The length of this area
is equal to the line span and its width, d, is calculated
corresponding to the maximum peak current magnitude
of the lightning stroke.
2.2 Termination point of impact
The termination point of impact (strokes to the tower
and phase conductor) can be determined by means of
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is defined as the time that the lightning surge hit the
overhead line; the voltage at the struck point can be
calculated by adding reflected voltage waves travel back
to the struck point from any point of discontinuity to the
voltage wave originated by the lightning surge.
Once the lightning stroke hit the tower top, a voltage
’e(t)’ is produced at the top of the tower that creates
a travelling wave that travels down to the tower and out
on the overhead ground wire. Due to Fig.2(a), the voltage
’e(t)’ is given by

dy
Adjacent tover

y
d

Span length


e(t) = Zin × I(t) = (Zg /2)kZT ×I(t)

Fig. 1. The area of lightning impact [5]

where Zg is the shield wire surge impedance, ZT is the
tower’s surge impedance and I(t) is the instantaneous
lightning current.
Considering reflections from adjacent towers, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), the obtained voltage on top of the struck
tower depends on the tower travel time, TT , span travel
time, Tg , footing resistance of struck tower, Ri , and footing resistance of adjacent towers, R◦ . Then, the tower top
voltage VT can be introduced in the form of

an EGM model of overhead lines, in which the striking
distances are suggested by Rizk [11] and used by IEEE
Std. 1243 [2] as
rc = 10I 0.65 ,
Rg =



(1)

[3.6 + 1.7 ln(43 − yc )] I 0.65 , yc < 40m,
5.5I 0.65 ,

(2)

yc ≥ 40m

where rc and rg are striking distance to the shield wire
and ground, respectively; I is the peak current magnitude
and yc is the average conductor height. Assuming vertical
strokes, depending on the point of impact of the lightning
stepped leader, shielding failure (SF) or backflashover
(BF) might be occurred.

VT = e(t) + V1N T + V2N T + V3N T + · · · + VGR +

VGR−N T (1) + VGR−N T (2) + · · · + VGR1N T + VGR2N T + . . .
(4)
where ViN T (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) is reflected voltage from i th adjacent tower, VGR is reflected voltage from footing
of the struck tower, VGR−N T (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) is the
reflected voltage from the footing of the i -th adjacent
tower; VGR1N T is caused by that part of VGR travelling to the adjacent tower top and reflecting back to the
struck tower; VGR2N T is caused by that part of VN T that
is transmitted onto the struck tower and travels back to
the tower top after reflection from the tower footing. However, each voltage component must be added with respect
to its time at the struck tower. The voltage of interests
can be calculated by the following equations

3 DEVELOPMENTS

In this work, the authors propose an approach based
on travelling wave theory and lattice diagram concept so
that the proper equations are established to determine the
crest voltage at the tower top and/or across the insulator
string.
Due to travelling wave theory, impinging waves on
any point of discontinuity produce both reflected and
transmitted waves. So the first task is to calculate the
reflection and transmission coefficients as shown in Fig. 2.
Thereafter, the lattice diagram is constructed with time
increasing downward. Starting with the time t = 0 , it
a
e

(3)

V1N T = 2βαe(t − 2Tg ) + β 3 αe(t − 4Tg )
+ β 5 αe(t − 6Tg ) + . . .
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Fig. 2. Application of lattice diagram for calculation of crest voltage, (a) — Stroke to tower [3], (b) — Effect of adjacent towers on crest
voltage
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VT

V2N T = 2α3 βe(t − 4Tg ) + α5 β 3 e(t − 8Tg )

Zg

7 5

+ α β e(t − 12Tg ) + . . .
5

VI
Zc

7 5

V3N T = 2α βe(t − 6Tg ) + α β e(t − 12Tg )

Vc

+ α9 β 7 e(t − 18Tg ) + . . .

VGR1N T = 2α2 r◦ λe(t − 2Tg − 2TT )

+ α3 r◦ λβe(t − 4Tg − 2TT ) + . . .

VGR2N T = α4 r◦ λe(t − 4Tg − 2TT )

+ α7 r◦ λβe(t − 8Tg − 2TT ) + . . .

VGR = 2ri λe(t − 2TT ) + ri2 λγe(t − 4TT )
+ ri3 λγ 2 e(t − 6TT ) + . . .

Ri

(5)
Fig. 3. Surge voltage at the tower and across the insulation

VC = CVA − VLN sin ωt) ,

VGR−N T (1) = 2ri λβαe(2 − 2TT − 2Tg )

VIns. = VA − VC = (1 − C)VA + VLN sin(ωt) (11)

+ ri2 λ2 β 2 α2 e(t − 4TT − 4Tg ) + . . .

VGR−N T (2) = 2ri γλβα2 e(t − 4TT − 2Tg )
+ ri2 γ 2 λβα4 e(t − 6TT − 2Tg ) + . . .

VGR−N T (3) = 2ri γλβα3 e(t − 6TT − 2Tg )

+ ri3 γ 3 λ2 βα6 e(t − 6TT − 2Tg ) + . . .

where the reflection and transmission coefficients are as
follows
Zg
Zg /2 − ZT
,
γ=
,
Zg /2 + ZT
Zg /2 + ZT
Ri − ZT
Ro − ZT
ri =
,
ro =
,
Ri + ZT
Ro + ZT
(Zg kZT ) − Zg
2(Zg kZT )
α=
, β=
.
(Zg kZT ) + Zg
(Zg kZT ) + Zg
λ=

(6)
(7)
(8)

It should be mentioned that equation (5) does not include either transmission line losses or frequency dependence of line parameters. The effect of reflected voltages
from adjacent towers have been considered till the span
travel time between the neighbour towers and the struck
tower is less than the rise time of the lightning current
waveform.
As the footing resistance of the struck tower, Ri , used
in (7), is dependent on the magnitude of the lightning
current; its nonlinear behaviour is approximated by [12]
Rt
Ri = q
2
t
1 + I 2πR
ρEg

(10)

(9)

where I is the current passing through tower base resistance, Rt is the footing resistance at low current and low
frequency, Eg (here 300 kV/m, [13]) is the soil ionization
gradient, and ρ (Ωm) is the soil resistivity.
Having the tower top voltage (VT ), given by (4), the
crest voltage at any point across the tower as in cross
arm (VA ) can be calculated. Then, the crest voltage on
the phase conductor (VC ) is defined as (10) and the crest
voltage across the insulation (VIns. ) can be calculated by
(11). The meaning of various parameters is illustrated in
Fig. 3.

where C is the coupling factor and VLN sin(ωt) is the
line-neutral power frequency voltage at the instant of the
stroke termination.
In the case of shielding failure occurrence, the maximum voltage produced across the insulator string is
Ip
(12)
V = Zc
2
where Ip is the peak current magnitude of lightning
surge and Zc is the conductor surge impedance under
corona [12].
4 MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE

The Monte Carlo procedure that is used to calculate
the lightning overvoltages consists of the following steps:
– Generating random numbers of the variables with
the random nature including parameters of the lightning
stroke, phase conductor voltages, and the footing resistance.
The main lightning parameters for overvoltage calculation include current peak magnitude, Ip , rise time, Tr ,
and time to half value Tt , in which their probability distribution function is assumed to be log-normal distribution [14]


1  ln u − ln ū 2
1
exp −
(13)
p(u) = √
2
σln u
2πσln u u
where σln u is the standard deviation of ln u , and ū is
the median value of u . The parameters of the negativepolarity stroke considered in the paper are shown in Table 1. ρc is the correlation coefficient between the peak
current magnitude and front time.
It is assumed that each tower footing resistance has
also a log-normal distribution with the mean value of the
resistance at low current and low frequency, Rt , and a
standard deviation of 1.05 Ω [15]. Having Rt , the equivalent nonlinear resistance of tower footing Ri , given by
(9), was included in the overvoltage calculation.
The effect of the phase angle of the impressed voltage has been taken into account by considering it as a
uniformly distributed variable between 0◦ and 360◦ .
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17.5

15.45

15.45

40cm

51
(40m)

and in the case of SF occurrence equation (12) were used
to estimate the resultant overvoltage.
– Comparing overvoltages to the insulator strength,
the flashover occurrence can be concluded. Then, depending on the point of impact, BFR and SFFOR were obtained.

41.65
(26.65)

5 SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Fig. 4. Typical 400 kV line configuration

The proposed method has been applied to a 400 kV
overhead line with BIL=1050 kV. The typical configuration of line is presented in Fig. 4. The span length is
400 m.
The Heidler model is used to represent the lightning
current waveform [16]

Table 1. Log-normal statistical parameters of negative lightning
strokes [14]

Parameter
ū
σln u
ρc (Ip , Tt )

Ip
34
0.74

Tr
2
0.4943
0.47

Tt
77.5
0.577

Table 2. Lightning overvoltage distribution ( Ri = 50 Ω , ρ =
1000 Ω-m )

ATP simulation
SF
BF
Mean value (kV)
7090.6 997.1
Standard deviation (kV) 6740.3 1248
Mean Value/(Std. Dev.)
1.052 0.798
Max. value (kV)
14654
LFOR( Ng = 1fl/km2 /year )
3.98
31.4
Insulation risk (%)
Computation Time (s)
20000
Case

ML method
SF
BF
7155.6 1014.5
6766.4 1273.3
1.057 0.796
14782
3.67
31
50

I(t) =

Ip k n
e−t/τ2
η 1 + kn

where Ip is the peak current magnitude, η correction
factor of the peak current, n the steepness factor, with
k = t/τ1 ; τ1 and τ2 are the time constants determining
the current rise and decay times, respectively.
Two values of footing resistance 1) Rt = 50 Ω with
ρ = 1000 Ωm; and 2) Rt = 10 Ω with ρ = 100 Ωm were
investigated. The calculated voltage waveform across the
insulator string caused by BF, for a 40 kA, 3.1/70 µs
lightning surge, is presented in Fig. 5. The multiple reflections from the footing resistance of the struck tower
are included in Fig. 5. The first and second reflection is
clear, while other reflections have a very small magnitude
and overlap each other.
Tower top voltage (kV)
2000

Incidence overvokage wave
Resulting wave

Table 3. Lightning overvoltage distribution ( Ri = 10 Ω , ρ =
100 Ω-m )

(14)

1000

Reflected waves from tower
footing resistance

0

ATP simulation
Case
SF
BF
Mean value (kV)
7088.3 749.4
Standard deviation (kV) 6724.8 1123
1.054 0.667
Mean Value/(Std. Dev.)
Max. value (kV)
11815
LFOR( Ng = 1fl/km2 /year )
1.80
21.2
Insulation risk (%)
Computation Time (s)
20000

ML method
SF
BF
7015.6 754.9
6648.6 1127.1
1.055 0.669
11780
1.75
21.27
50

– Application of an EGM incidence model to determine the termination point of impact of each lightning
stroke Ip , hitting overhead line. Once the point of impact has been determined, the overvoltage calculation is
performed. In the case of BF occurrence, equations (4)

-1000
0

Reflected wave from adjacent tower

5

10

Time (ms)

15

Fig. 5. Overvoltage wave at tower top caused by BF ( Ri = 50 Ω ,
ρ = 1000 Ωm )

As shown in Fig. 5, the waveshape of the voltage across
the insulator string significantly differs from the standard
impulse waveshape. Therefore, in order to estimate the
lightning flashover rate, the leader progression model of
insulator string was used [12]:
hV
i
dl
Ins. (t)
= k × VIns. (t)
− Eo
dt
g−l

(15)
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Fig. 6. Convergence of randomly generated values, (a) — distribution of peak current magnitude, (b) — distribution of rise
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Fig. 7. Distribution of overvoltages causing BFR ( Ri = 50 Ω , ρ = 1000 Ω-m ), (a) — ATP simulation, (b) — ML method
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Fig. 8. Distribution of overvoltages causing SFFOR ( Ri = 50 Ω , ρ = 1000 Ω-m ),(a) — ATP simulation, (b) — ML method

where VIns. (t) is the voltage across the air gap in kV,
given by (11), g is the gap length and l is the leader
length; k (= 7.785 × 10−7 ) is the leader coefficient and
Eo (= 535 kV/m) is the critical leader inception gradient.
When the applied voltage exceeds the corona inception
voltage, streamers propagate along the insulator string
and if the voltage remains high enough, the streamers
will become a leader channel. A breakdown occurs when
the leader crosses the gap between the cross arm and
the conductor. The striking distance of insulator string is
3.35 m.
To verify the accuracy of the proposed hybrid ML
method, the obtained results have been compared to the
results of ATP simulation. The line parameters and the
number of spans located on each side of the struck tower

for both the ML method and ATP simulation were the
same.
In order to perform the overvoltage calculation, 40000
values of lightning parameters and tower footing resistance were generated randomly. The convergence of randomly generated parameters was checked by comparing
the resultant probability density function of each variable
to its theoretical distribution function; the procedure was
stopped once the error match within 5 %. As an example,
Fig. 6 represents the probability distribution function of
randomly generated values of the peak current magnitude
and the rise time.
In order to evaluate the lightning performance and the
overvoltages caused by lightning strokes, firstly, the termination point of impact of each lightning stroke must
be determined. Using an EGM model of overhead line,
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Table 4. Lightning flashover rate (LFOR)

Ri
10 Ω
50 Ω
200 Ω

IEEE Flash
1.85
4.5
10.87

ML Method
1.76
3.71
9.57

ATP
1.78
3.98
10.00

the termination point of impact of each lightning stroke
has been determined. Assuming a maximum current magnitude of 400 kA [7], the width of the impact area d is
1000 m.
However, depending on SF or BF occurrence, the
proper equation to estimate the resultant overvoltage was
used. Figs. (7) and (8) present distribution of lightning
overvoltages causing SFFOR and BFR on the tower top,
respectively.
The distribution of overvoltages, ie maximum value,
the mean value and standard deviation of overvoltages
caused by SF and BF, estimated by the ML method
and ATP simulation, are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
The LFOR in Tables 2 and 3 is presented for 40000
simulations.
Owing the results of ATP simulation, the LFOR of
overhead line can be predicted with a good accuracy by
the ML method. Also, the results show that the computation time of ML method is much less than ATP simulation. This is worth, especially, for large networks with
a lot of interested nodes that should be analysed, separately.
Another important stage in the lightning-related studies is to evaluate the insulation risk of failure of power
apparatus. This is a component reliability problem, for
which a risk formulation had been proposed in the IEC
71-2 insulation coordination standard as [17]
R=

Z

∞

f (V )P (V )dV

(17)

0

where f (V ) is the probability density of overvoltage occurrence and P (V ) is the probability of disruptive discharge of insulation. The mean value of probability of
disruptive discharge of insulation is equal to the value
of CFO and the standard deviation is 3 % [18]. Having
the risk of failure of (17), the mean time between failure (MTBF) of power apparatus, ie their lifetime can be
estimated.
Once the mean value and standard deviation of overvoltages caused by SF and BF has been determined; the
resultant distribution function of overvoltages is defined.
Then, the failure risk of insulation that is a sum of the
risks caused by SF and BF is calculated.
Assuming a Gaussian cumulative probability function
for disruptive discharge of insulation and overvoltage occurrence [7, 18], the failure risk has been calculated by
ML method and ATP simulation, for Ri = 10 Ω and
Ri = 50 Ω (Tables 2 and 3). Considering the results of
ATP simulation, it can be seen that the ML method can

predict the insulation risk of failure with a good accuracy and hence is also valid for the risk analysis of power
apparatus connected to overhead lines.
It should be mentioned that part away of different values of the mean value and standard deviations estimated
in two methods; the ratio of the mean value to the standard deviation of overvoltages (Mean Value/(Std. Dev.))
in both methods is close together. Therefore, the risk area
determining insulation failure is almost equal for both
methods, see Fig. 9. Then, the insulation failure predicted
by ML method is similar to the value estimated by ATP
simulation.
1.0

Probability of disruptive discharge
Probability density functionof
overvoltage (ATP) method

0.8
0.6
0.4

Probability density functionof
overvoltage (ML) method

Risk area
P(V)

f(V)

0.2

0

5

10

15
Voltage (kV)

Fig. 9. Insulation risk of failure (Ri=50 Ω)

In order to check the effectiveness of ML method, an
additional calculation was performed. In this case, the
results of the presented method and those of the IEEE
FLASH method [2] has been compared (Table 4). Due
to the results, the LFOR estimated by ML method is
closer to the results of ATP simulation, than to IEEE
Flash program. However, the relative error of the Flash
program than with the ATP simulation increases with the
tower footing resistance.
Since such a procedure should be performed for each
tower footing of different value, its significant effect on
the Monte Carlo strategy and the resultant value of overvoltages is evident.
6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a hybrid method for evaluating the lightning performance of overhead lines due to direct strokes is
proposed. The presented method is a combination of the
travelling wave theory and Monte Carlo approach. Then,
it benefits from the simplicity of analytical equations together with the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation,
simultaneously.
The obtained results by the proposed method show
a satisfactory accuracy with far less computation time
for calculating lightning overvoltages in comparison with
simulation results of a conventional approach such as
EMTP/ATP. Therefore, the presented method can be
very efficient in terms of time and computational resources for the further analysis like the placement of arrester and/or insulation coordination studies. This is especially important in the case of large power networks
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where a lot of candidate nodes of different characteristic
should be analyzed, separately.
The proposed method is also valid for lightning related
reliability studies that failure risk of power apparatus
must be calculated, in which the lightning overvoltage
distribution can be obtained by the presented method
with a good accuracy.
Since only a few spans in the vicinity of the struck
tower are influenced by the lightning surge, the lightning
related studies are considered as a discrete problem. This
means that subsystems comprising a few towers and line
spans can be modelled, separately, as in the present lightning performance study. However, the proposed method
is not going to replace the EMTP/ATP simulation.
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